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What are your thoughts on the current to shareholders. Further signaling an improving 

environment for dividends and the environment and expanding opportunity set for 
income focused investors are developments such outlook going forward? as recent dividend initiations from traditionally 

We view the current environment, and outlook going “growthier” segments of the U.S. market, an 
forward, as very supportive for dividends, and more improving view on share repurchases for European 
broadly, for all forms of shareholder distributions, companies, and corporate governance reform in 
including share repurchases and debt reduction. Japan driving a shift in capital allocation practices 
While the pandemic was a bump in the road for towards returning cash to shareholders.
dividends, as many companies adjusted payout On a longer-term basis, we believe the current 
policies due to uncertainty and public pressures to interest rate hiking cycle marks broad monetary 
conserve capital, our experience was that many regime change, and whether we come out the other 
of our holdings maintained, and even grew, their side with a soft-landing or a minor recession, we 
dividends during that period and the majority have don’t believe the zero-interest rate, easy-money 
long since returned to “normal” payout practices. world of the 10+ years preceding the pandemic 
As the global economy has continued to heal will be returning any time soon. With the cost of 
post-COVID, we’ve seen a remarkable rebound in capital elevated, corporations will need to be more 
growth and more resilient demand than nearly disciplined in their capital allocation decisions, 
anyone forecasted, leaving corporates in strong especially with regard to directing cash towards 
positions to continue generating healthy levels growth initiatives. Investing in acquisitions or 
of free cash flow, enabling more capital return 
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organic growth projects is only prudent when you confidence in their long-term cash generation ability. 
believe you can earn a higher return than your Certainly, the more “old guard” members of “big tech,” 
cost of capital, and so, logically, we can assume who initiated dividends many years ago and have 
that there will be fewer opportunities meeting this continued growing rapidly to this day, demonstrate 
criteria in a higher rate environment. Outside of that dividend payments do not spell the end for 
investment, the only other uses of cash are paying business growth. This very idea is highly aligned with 
cash dividends, repurchasing shares, or reducing the core shareholder yield philosophy, as growth is 
debt. Many corporates took advantage of recent an important component of our return framework; 
years’ near-zero interest rate environment by levering we require portfolio holdings to be both growing their 
up and extending the duration of their debt capital, free cash flow consistently and returning much of 
making it likely that issuance of new debt going that cash to shareholders. We maintain moderate 
forward will trend downwards. As low-interest issues exposures to some of the names most commonly 
roll off corporate balance sheets in coming years, placed within the U.S. “big tech” cohort for this 
and companies look to deleverage in the higher rate reason. In our view, that some others in the group are 
environment, we expect to see debt reduction coming beginning to see benefit in committing to a dividend 
back into the shareholder yield picture more notably. payment is a positive development for the industries 
Share repurchase activity has been strong, and we they lead and for dividend investing in general. 
expect that to continue given a higher cost of capital 
environment discourages capex projects and M&A How have dividends fared in a ‘higher 
activity, leaving more cash available to buy back for longer’ interest rate environments?shares. While more restrictive monetary policy is likely 
to pressure companies that are highly leveraged or “Higher for longer” interest rate environments tend to 
operating at thin margins, mature firms with strong favor dividends as a driver of equity market returns, 
balance sheets, strong free cash flow generation, as funding growth becomes more challenging and 
and shrewd management teams will find shareholder price multiples see headwinds from a higher discount 
distributions to be an increasingly appropriate to future cash flows. In the simplest terms, equity 
use of cash. In our view, we are entering a macro market returns are driven by three things: earnings 
environment that will be conducive to dividend growth, dividends, and changes in valuations, which 
investing, and shareholder yield in general. are reflected by price multiples and represent the 

value markets are placing on the expected growth 

What are your thoughts around recent trajectory and future cash flows of a business. 
Dividends are always positive contributors to dividend initiations from some of the return, earnings growth is nearly always a positive 

U.S. tech giants? contributor to return, valuations, however, are more 
While to many these announcements appear to be volatile, sometimes contributing and sometimes 
a departure from the norm, to us, on a historical detracting from return. Valuations demonstrate 
basis, they look more normal than novel. These an observably significant relationship with interest 
companies, while well known as growth stories, rates, expanding in lower rate environments and 
have been mature, highly profitable, leaders in contracting when rates are higher. This makes 
their respective industries for some time now, and intuitive sense when considering that low interest 
traditionally these are the types of companies we rates are stimulative to growth, as capital needed for 
expect to see initiate dividends. It’s possible that expansion is cheaper, and that the opposite is true 
these decisions were influenced in some small part when rates are high. The years following the global 
by a changing monetary policy landscape, but it also financial crisis and through the end of the COVID 
stands to reason that they’ve simply concluded that pandemic were defined by ultra-accommodative 
they are generating significant enough free cash monetary policy and low interest rates, driving 
flow to support growth initiatives while also reaping extraordinary multiple expansion. While present 
the benefits of paying a dividend (i.e., a show of usage of the term “higher for longer” is largely tied 
confidence towards future earnings, attracting a new to near-term elevated rates being used to combat 
segment of investors, more stability in stock returns). inflation, we believe that even when we are back 
In fact, these companies are not looking to simply at target inflation levels and rates begin to come 
maintain their level of growth investment alongside down it is highly unlikely that rates will return to the 
a dividend payment, but have actually expanded stimulative levels they sat at for years before COVID. 
their near-term capex guidance, signaling immense As a result, over the long term we expect markets to 
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become more fundamentally driven and for dividends Collectively, we refer to cash dividends, share 
to make up a larger share of equity returns. repurchases and debt reduction as “shareholder 

yield.” Dividend payments are far more committal 
How does the current dividend than share repurchases, as dividend cuts are often 

environments illustrate the benefits of viewed as signals to investors that the business 
is under pressure. As a result, many companies, 

taking a more holistic view on capital especially in the U.S., have opted to focus more on 
allocation? share repurchases as a mechanism for returning 

cash to shareholders, retaining the flexibility to dial A more normalized monetary policy environment 
distributions up and down without spooking the will likely make shareholder distributions a more 
market. While we do generally require all holdings attractive use of capital for companies, but as 
to pay a cash a dividend, by taking a wholistic we’ve stated already, cash dividends are not 
shareholder yield approach to investing we’ve the only avenue through which cash can flow 
been able to diversify our exposures within sectors to shareholders. While cash dividends are the 
such as information technology and consumer most obvious and direct way to return capital to 
discretionary. While many companies in these shareholders, taking a broader view and recognizing 
conventionally growthier sectors have robust cash that share repurchases and debt reduction are, 
flow generation and strong balance sheets, those in many ways, equivalent returns of cash allows 
paying dividends tend towards lower yields, which investors to maximize the value they’re receiving 
may discourage traditional income investors from from companies and also to diversify into segments 
owning them. Through a shareholder yield lens, of the market that may traditionally less likely to be 
however, we’ve found many of these companies paying dividends. Both share buybacks and debt 
to be suitable for portfolio inclusion due to ample reduction increase equity shareholder’s claims 
contributions to total shareholder yield from either on company cashflows, and so we sometimes 
debt reduction or share repurchases.refer to them as “dividends by another name.” 
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